Aiming at solving the problem of transmitting and storing radio spectrum data in large volume, this paper proposes a new method in data compression and refactoring. Based on the research of mathematical morphology, the method designs a morphology filter by which spectrum form could be determined by extraction of its features according to structural element. Advantage of this method lies in significantly increasing the compressing ratio while maintaining good performance in signal-noise separation and signal feature reservation, realized by extracting signal and noise respectively, and using appropriate structural element to match the form of noise. Being tested in experiment, this method has been proved to be effective in compressing radio spectrum data, which provides a new approach in its transmission and storage preprocessing.
INTRODUCTION
In the non-cooperative radio monitoring, the background noise refers to the spectrum of the Gaussian white noise in the monitoring environment; the threshold refers to the warning values based on the background. If the energy value of a spectrum is lower than the threshold, it is called a noise; otherwise it is called a signal. The features are shown in Figure 1 . They are obvious in monitored spectrum data: 1. background noise change a lot in the different environments, 2. background noise performs in segment continuity, in which noise of adjacent channel are smooth in variation; 3. signal with higher quality, is easier to be recognized through its energy level. With the development of cloud computing and big data, in order to achieve intelligent and automated monitoring, unmanned monitoring, it is a critical step to fusion data and off-line storage analysis [1] . At present, the volume of spectrum data is far too large, while storage medium and network bandwidth can not meet the real-time requirements. To solve these problems, a kind of data compression technique based on the signal-noise separation is proposed in this paper.
Mathematic Morphology
The basic idea of mathematical morphology is to measure and extract the shape of an image by its structural elements. The method works on simplifying image data without losing its basic shape characteristics, and it's sufficiently proven in theory [2] . The spectrum data is a type of one-dimensional gray-scale image, for which data compression is mostly discussed in this paper and we focus on the discrete gray-scale morphological transformation. The basic operation of mathematical morphology includes expansion, corrosion, opening and closing, which are used to analyze and process the shape and structure of the image data. To implement this method, we devise an image-traversing "probe" of a structural element [3] , to explore the structural characteristic of the image. The structural element carries with it of figure information such as shape and size, so that different structural elements produce different result when processing a one-dimensional signal.
The operation can be defined within the concept of expansion and corrosion [4] . Since spectrum data is in one-dimension, the process goes as follows: So corrosion operation can be defined in terms of:
And expansion operation can be defined in terms of:
The two operations above lead to opening operation and closing operation, respectively as follows:
Opening operation represents the process of structural element moving above the wave, to eliminate the crest. While closing operation represents the process of structural element moving under the wave, to eliminate the trough [5] .
MORPHOLOGICAL FILTER Morphological Filter tools
Morphological filter uses the opening and closing operations to eliminate the crests and troughs of waves in a particular scale. Although the signals of the spectrum data are mostly positive pulses, the open-closing operation is adopted in order to separate the noise from signal. The definition is:
OCf( ) = (°· )( ) (3) Selecting the correct structural elements is the key to morphological filter design, where both structural element's shape and scale should be taken into consideration. According to the curve feature and characteristics of signal, to get the appropriate structure elements, the element should be determined by two parameters, the bandwidth (L) and the amplitude (A) of the signal. In the morphological filtering process, Structural elements should be similar to the shape of the signal form, general radio signals shape include straight line, rectangle, triangle, sine wave type etc.
Scale Determination
In order to estimate the background noise, keep the characteristic of the signal as complete as possible, the selected size of a structure element should be larger than the noise shape and smaller than the size of signal shape. The calculation process is as follows:
ESTIMATE THE SPECTRUM AND SEGMENT FREQUENCY BAND
In wide band monitoring, if the energy of the whole frequency band changes greatly, in order to simplify the computation, subsection processing is carried out according to the acquisition parameters of spectrum data if necessary:
The L in the formula represents the width of the structure element, R is the resolution of the Spectrum data, and V is the variance of the amplitude of the structural element, and K represents the scale factor (set by user). Firstly, the characteristic values (mean and variance) of frequency band amplitude are calculated according to spectrum data, and the width of structure elements is determined according to variance. After first division, followed by characteristic values of each structural element's amplitude value, and the second step is to judge, if the variance is smaller than the threshold of Vmax, then no further segmentation is processed. Otherwise it goes in recursive segmentation, until each structure element variance is less than threshold range given, so V i <Vmax.
GET THE BACKGROUND NOISE
Suppose the observed spectrum sequence is f(n)，(n=0,1,2,……,N), according to the formula: linear structure elements are selected to conduct an opening operation to every segment:
ELIMINATE THE GLITCH OF CURVE Make a top hat transformation for ( ) so it's moderated:
In the formula, N represents the sum of frequency points, and M is the number of segments. The top hat transformation can eliminate the noise and make the spectrum level become more flat, making the spectrum shape easier linearization.
SMOOTHING
Some extremely low level of noise will still exist after above processing, To get better filtering results, so on the bases of noise substrate, make a joint operation of open-closing and close-opening operation, then get the average result. The formula is as follows:
SEPARATION OF SIGNAL AND NOISE After analyzing the feature of each structural element, Separate signal to noise in every segment, the definition of signal interval is according to the formula [a,b]，F i ≥f j +f Th . In The formula represents frequency amplitude, is background noise value, ℎ is threshold to distinguish signal amplitude and background noise, if all signals of the structure element amplitude is greater than the background noise ℎ , signals interval in this frequency can be defined to forma segment, and the formula is as follows:
+1 < + ℎ (9) So it's obvious that, both sides of the signal range are less than the given threshold value ℎ , then the interval [ , ] are defined as the signal interval, and the spectrum data of the interval is reserved.
Data Compression
Following the steps above, we split the whole spectrum band to structure elements in different size and scale, completely reserve the data in the suspected signal data interval, and express all the level of all the signals in the background noise interval by using parameters of structural elements. Then the RLE coding method is used to compress the data according to document [8] .
The formula (4) - (9) shows that with the smaller width of the structure element, the filtering result gets better, and the signal distortion gets smaller, while the computation becomes more intensive, and the data compression rate is higher. According to the application requirements, the compression factor K and the deviation coefficient δ should be adjusted to get the appropriate width of the structural elements, so as to optimize the amount of calculation and the data compression rate.
The realization of this algorithm is carried out by analyzing the characteristics of spectrum to determine the scale of structural elements, and separating the signal in the background noise by using each of the structural elements, and then smoothing the noise, improving the linearity of the curve, and eventually achieving improvement in the compression rate. This method produces well-tested result in reserving the shape of the signal as much as possible and reducing the distortion after data compression.
Data Reconstruction
Use the compressed data to reconstruct data. Reconstruction works in noise interval according to the parameters of structural elements. Use the Box-Muller method to generate a series of random numbers in Gaussian distribution, with the hypothesis that the white noise is also in normal distribution with the parameter of (μ,δ 2 ) , in which μ characterizes the structural elements of the amplitude, and δ characterizes the change of structural elements, in Reference of document [6] .
Use the generated dependently random number U, V in the interval (0,1] to get Y value, which is amplitude of spectrum:
Based on the Y value, map the random number of Gaussian distribution within range of (0,1] to (μ,δ 2 ) of the normal distribution and get: ẽ=μ+Y×δ (12) To obtain the amplitude of each frequency point value ẽ in the background noise, make sure that ẽ<μ+f Th , otherwise signal level of this frequency should be rebuilt.
The junction of different structural elements (including background noise and signal interval) have obvious boundary due to different structural features, therefore it needs to be smoothed here by the common median filtering, so as to realize the continuous transition in different window boundary, and increase smoothness of the junction between noise and signal.
VERIFICATION AND REALIZATION OF ALGORITHM
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, a program is built for experiment and simulation. The verification system includes two parts: one for data collection and the other for data compression and reconstruction. The monitoring equipment PR100 of the Rode & Swards is used to collect spectrum data. In the process of operation, the algorithm is used to compress the spectrum data, and then the data is reconstructed to check the compression efficiency and data distortion of the algorithm.
The experiment selects signals between the band of 17.5 to 17.7MHz frequency, and the resolution is 1562Hz, and the unit of signal level is dB (according to proposal of ITU-R_SM.1753 in the 2006 version, the signal threshold value ℎ =5dBis selected),
The original spectrum is shown in Figure 2 , and Figure 3 is the background noise curve after using morphological filtering, Figure 4 shows the spectrum after linearization, as it can be seen the curve becomes flatter, and it reserves the basic characteristics of signal above the threshold. Figure 5 shows recovered the spectrum data after it's received, and it shows that the background noise curve well reflects the whole spectrum state, and the characteristics of the signal are reserved.
In the experiment, several tests are carried out with different frequency bands, and the spectrum was compressed by different compression coefficient K, as shown in TABLE I. According to the table, the morphological filtered data has a much greater compression rate than that of RLE in accordance with the document [1] , which proved that the efficiency of compression is greatly improved.
The signal distortion rate is defined as:
Among them, N r is defined as the number of signals in the original spectrum detected in accordance with the document [7] , and N a is defined as the number of signals detected in the spectrum data after compression and reconstruction process of the morphological filtering algorithm. From this test, the statistical signal distortion rate output as follows: TABLE II shows that if the scale coefficient value K is greater, then the signal distortion rate is higher. Otherwise if K is lower, then the signal distortion rate is lower. So with larger amount of signal, wider frequency band, and more structural elements, the signal distortion rate gets higher.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a compression and reconstruction method of spectrum data is proposed, combined with morphological filtering, based on signal noise separation. If the noise compression rate is great, the trend of spectrum change a lot after reconstruction, and reserve characteristics of the signal are reserved as much as possible. The algorithm is universal, and easy to be implemented. Through the software implementation and in the practical use, comparing the compression efficiency changes with the signal distortion rate under the different width of the structure elements, the limitation of the algorithm is also proposed. So the method is an important way for large volume of data to be stored and transmitted.
